
[10 min]OBJECT LESSON
Sweet Self-Control

Supplies
M&M’s or Skittles candies (2 per child)
small paper plates (1 per child)

Challenging Choice
            Gather everyone around tables, and place a paper plate in front of each child.
            Say: We’ve been learning that self-control is a fruit of the Spirit, and I have a fun way for us to
practice self-control. I’ll put a piece of candy on each of your plates. It’s your candy, but you can’t eat it
yet. Use self-control to keep yourself from eating it until I say it’s time.
            If you wait until I say it’s time, you’ll get another piece of candy! But if you don’t use self-control
and you eat it, you won’t get a second piece of candy. Clarify the rules if needed so you’re sure
preschoolers understand the rewards and consequences of what they choose to do after you put the candies
on the plates.

Place a piece of candy on each child’s plate. After everyone has one, count aloud 20 seconds. Have adult and teen
helpers watch kids and remind them frequently to use self-control as they wait so kids can be successful.
Then say: It’s not easy to use self-control. But hang in there! If you wait, you’ll get two pieces of candy! Let’s
do some things to help us wait and use self-control. For the next minute and a half, guide kids to do any mix of
the following:

Turn their backs to their plates.
Walk away from the table and play with a toy.
Sing a fun song with motions, such as “Jesus Loves Me.”
Look at a book.
Get a drink of water.

When roughly two minutes have passed since you placed the candies on the plates, call out that everyone can go
back to their plates and eat their candies.
Give a second piece of candy to all the kids who managed to wait to eat until you said so, congratulating them for
using self-control. If any kids already ate their candies, avoid calling them out—just don’t give them a second piece of
candy.

 
Talk About It
            Ask: • What made it hard to wait to eat your candy?
            • What helped you wait to eat your candy?
            Say: It can be hard to have self-control, but like we did in our activity, we can help ourselves
have self-control by doing something different. Instead of taking a toy from someone else, we can find
a different toy to play with. Or when we feel upset or mad, we can walk away and sing “Jesus Loves
Me” to help us calm down. And we can always ask God for help, because self-control is a fruit of the
Spirit.
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